News Letter 2013
“…You will earn your bread with the sweat of your brow….”
Genesis 3, 19
“Chose a job you like and you will never work, not even for one day in your whole life”
Confucius
“Happiness consists in exercising your own faculties (areten) in works that can give results.”
Eclogoe ethicoe, II, c. 7

Dear wine lover friends
As usual , we wanted to send you this letter in time to convey our end of the year wishes and in any
case we express them now, even though they are late. The work, the difficulties of the harvest and
the jobs in the winery have only now given us time to write.
As foreseen, the adverse weather conditions of the final phases of the season, made the harvest
more problematic than usual. the care and strict selection of the grapes in the vineyard give us good
hopes of a positive result The wine in the winery has finished its fermentation. The tasting after
decanting can not provide a definite evaluation of the “Brunello" that the markets will see in the
distant 2018, but they give us a valid indication. The aging in wood will add value to all its features.
We want to share with you all, the anniversary we celebrated in the month of September. Our
Golden Wedding anniversary! Fifty years of marriage! The anniversary united all our family,
friends, old colleagues with whom we shared a life of work, in the framework of our estate, in the
land of Montalocino. Land of myth and tradition, outstandingly intimate, deeply moving and able to
make one dream, where we hope to see you again.
We would have liked to have with us all the wine lovers that we met this year, who gladdened with
their company and the joy we shared, our work, enriching us with their knowledge and perception.
And in this spirit we are sending you a couple of photos we took on this occasion.
The aphorisms we chose to write at the beginning ou our yearly letter indicate the divine reminder,
the human philosophical defence and hope. Those are the choices we have wanted for our life. The
daily commitment, determination and final result are the attitudes that bring success, well-being and
happiness which we also wish for all of you.
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